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"If you want to make a positive change in your life, Steve G. 
Jones can make the difference. He did with me."  Tom 
Mankiewicz, Writer of "Superman the Movie"  

Imagine living the life you deserve to live! A life in which YOU have 
unlimited wealth, focus, and confidence. You see endless, exciting 
possibilities and you feel so good about it. Steve G. Jones has devoted his 
life to making sure you achieve this goal easily. He has focused his genius 
on developing thousands of self-help products to launch you powerfully in 
the direction of ultimate success. New opportunities await you, so start your 
journey now. 

 “I have started using Steve’s techniques in my practice.” –Dr. George 
Thoduka, MD Internal Medicine 

 "I have tried other hypnosis recordings, but I have found yours to be very 
powerful in reaching the subconscious mind of my patients." 
Dr. Irina Webster, MD 

Dr. Steve G. Jones is a board certified Clinical Hypnotherapist. Steve G. 
Jones, Ed.D. has been practicing hypnotherapy since the 1980s. He is the 
author of 25 books on hypnosis, the law of attraction and weight loss. He is a 
member of the National Guild of Hypnotists, American Board of 
Hypnotherapy, president of the American Alliance of Hypnotists, on the 
board of directors of the Los Angeles chapter of the American Lung 
Association, and director of the California state registered Steve G. Jones 
School of Hypnotherapy. In order to keep up with the very latest in research, 
he regularly attends training conferences. 

In the mid 80's, Steve began study at the University of Florida. His primary 
research focus was cognitive psychology, understanding how people learn. 
Much of his early research was published in psychology journals in late 80's. 
Meanwhile, he continued practicing hypnosis outside of academia on a 
regular basis. 

From 1990 to 1995, he was fortunate to counsel families and individuals. 
During this time he finished his degree in psychology at the University of 
Florida and went on to graduate studies in counseling. He has a bachelor's 



degree in psychology from the University of Florida (1994), a master's 
degree in education from Armstrong Atlantic State University (2007), a 
doctorate in education (Ed.D.) at Georgia Southern University (2012) and 
attended Harvard University.  

Steve G. Jones sees clients for a variety of conditions. Among them are: 
weight loss, anxiety, smoking cessation, test taking, phobias (such as fear of 
flying), nail biting, road rage, anger management, IBS, general wellness, 
pre-surgical and pre-dental pain control, natural childbirth, and many others. 

In business settings, he is regularly called upon by sales teams to boost 
salesperson motivation. His straightforward techniques have significantly 
and consistently increased sales. 

Steve G. Jones also works extensively with Hollywood actors, writers, 
directors, and producers, helping them achieve their very best. 

"Steve G. Jones has had a tremendous impact on my career. I came to him to 
overcome a fear of selling and to improve my public speaking skills. He 
worked with me on my self confidence and helped me become comfortable 
in front of people. Working with him has helped me become more relaxed 
and confident. He also helped me decide to write a book so that I could share 
my experiences with others." 
Michael McMillan, MBA, Harvard Business School 

 


